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Load the Pleiades cluster

Start Aladin

Open the server
selector

Enter target “pleiades”
and radius “30 arcmin”

Load POSS II J image
6.4 x 6.4 deg



  

Load a catalog

Select “all VizieR”

In the free text field enter
“parallax”, click “submit”

Select “Hipparcos and
Tycho Cat” and go back
to the server selector

Add “/hip_main” to “I/239”
and put a radius of 5 deg



  

Histogram of Hipparcos parallaxes

Open the VoPlot tool
(tool -> VO tool ->
VoPlot )

Right click on the
catalog plane and
select “broadcast 
selected tables
to VoPlot”



  

Histogram of Hipparcos parallaxes

Switch to the VoPlot window, in the X coord
field select “parallaxes” (plx) and click “histogram”

Notice that parallax
for this cluster is 
around 8-9 mas, 
with many 
background stars 
and few foreground 
ones



  

Color-Magnitude diagram

Correct data for reddening, using the relation
(B-V)o=(B-V)-E(B-V)=(B-V)-0.04, for this cluster

Add a new column to the catalog:
catalog -> add a new column

Name “(B-V)o”, then pick up
(B-V) and add “-0.04”

Click add new column



  

Color-Magnitude diagram

Select some objects and check the new column
has been added
(scroll the bottom bar of the catalog to the left)



  

Color-Magnitude diagram

Broadcast the plane of the 
catalog to VoPlot

In the VoPlot window select 
“(B-V)o” for the X axis
and “Vmag” for the y axis.

Check the “rev” button above 
y axis and click “PLOT”



  

Color-Magnitude diagram

The main 
sequence is 
clearly visible



  

Match sources between
Aladin and VoPlot

Select points in the top left corner of the plot: the
corresponding sources are highlighted in the image

Note that they are mainly in the center and most of
them have parallaxes 8 – 9 mas (view the table)



  

Match sources between
Aladin and VoPlot

Select points in the bottom right corner of the plot: 
the corresponding sources in the image are mainly 
at the edge of the field. Look at the parallaxes: they 
are mostly background sources.



  

Data available in different missions

Select some sources in the image, e.g. in the center

In the load window click on “Missions”
and submit logESO, logHST and log IUE

The pointings for the 
three missions are 
overlaid in the image



  

Data available in different missions

Select one HST 
pointing

In the table there 
are links to images,
data archives, 
web pages, papers
and many other
information


